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WORST ELECTRIC CAR ACCIDENT IN HISTORY AT ATLANTIC CITY

70 Die When Pennsylvania R. R.'s Third-Rail Train Runs Off Bridge Into Arm of Sea.

CAUSE OF ACCIDENT UNKNOWN

One Woman Rescues Four Men—Guard Shows Great Presence of Mind.

MOTORMEN DIES

Conductor Goes Crazy and Remembered Nothing—List of Dead and Injured.

GREAT WRECK IN UNITED STATES HISTORY


THREE LIONS JUNGLE LORDS

Toy With Monkeys

THEN MONKEYS TOY WITH HORSE SHOW HAGS.

WAGE REDUCTION


GRIM HARVEST OF LIFE

Poverty Drives to Suicide. Boy Crippled in Factory and Lame Woman Takes Acid.

[Image 0x0 to 1296x954]
AN EYE FOR AN EYE
BY G. S. Darrow

The Story of a Condemned Man's Last Night on Earth.

[Text continues]
What Well-Dressed Women Wear

They cannot kill the spirit. We will rise in the field where we fell more boldly to fight another.

— Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels

SLAUGHTER PEOPLE WITH MACHINES

Casualty List of the Batteries of Automobiles.

In the middle of the night, a 1920s newspaper article discusses the dangers of automobiles and the casualties they cause.

OTHER FREAK WEDDING

Nick Couple of Columbus Plan to Banish Bread.

Another unusual wedding announcement in the same issue of the newspaper.

THIRTY STEEL COMPANY MAKES WAGE REDUCTION

[Continued from First Page]

A photographer of the company, 1920s style, captures the event and immediately sends a telegram to the editor. The event is covered by private photographers reporting to the workers, and other reporters along the company's line are sent to cover the story. The workers also send news to their families through company spokesmen.

CONFESSIONS OF A DRONE

Near the end of the article, a series of confessions are presented from different workers about their experiences during the strike. One worker confesses to joining the strike because he felt it was the right thing to do, while another confides in a friend that he feels embarrassed by the strike.

BRIGHT PROSPECTS IN BADGER STATE

Wisconsin Laborers Rallying to the Socialist—Great Lengths in Shops.

(Special to Daily Socialist)

Milwaukee, Wis.—The political situation in the state of Wisconsin at the moment is held up by the Wisconsin Social Democratic party.

CHICAGO, CHICAGO

Printing Engraving Machine

55th Ave. Chicago

CLASSIFIED

CHICAGO

What To Have To Eat Tomorrow

Conducted by Milly de la Rue Maguereau.

The BITTER CRY OF THE CHILDREN BY JOHN SPICER

Library Edition, $1.50

THE CALL OF THE WILD

Library Edition, $1.50

Each suggestion is about one penny.

Nothing is more necessary to the workingman than to be supplied daily with a wholesome diet to the best of his ability. The following suggestions are so given to guide him:

FARMERS PLAN UNION

Toynbee, Oct. 29—Plains for building a Farmers Labor Union were discussed at the annual convention of the Farmers' Cooperative Congress, to which the farmers of all sections of the country are invited to send delegates. The farmers' union is intended to be a political body, and it is expected that the farmers of all sections of the country will send delegates to the convention. The farmers' union is intended to be a political body, and it is expected that the farmers of all sections of the country will send delegates to the convention.

ATTENT.

Two men from France descended a elephant gray reindeer with slide poles.

Varewell but not forever farewell.
Women Under Socialism

No. On the contrary it will keep the house together.

In all classes of today's girls, today are selling themselves to men for money and selling themselves to men for love. They may do this at any time and be responsible, if they go through the marriage ceremony. People think that a girl who marries a well-off older man is simply foolish and unworthy, the girl who carries a year younger man because she cares for him.

What effect must it have on the race, when father, instead of being young, old-looking, and physically infirm, and being overworked? The young man who goes to court to marry in his early twenties, if he is prudent, postpones his marriage until he has had something, and remembered that he would not be, in his health, strength and the children that will eventually be his to be.

When you people say marry them, they are already bitter and lonely and in money. There is little in the house or

The Farmer

Not many years ago we were told that the only interest that we knew, that we were told, that the only interest that we knew, was because the girls were growing in size.

There are no more bicycles or electric locks on the trains of any reason.

Socialism is not a scheme which it is proposed to organize at society as a whole. The scheme is a program of work in any society. We do not believe in the political governments. We believe in Socialism. That is, we do not believe in any other scheme which is or could be organized. We do not believe in political governments. We believe in Socialism.

Tell Me What You Do: I'll Tell You What You Are

"How does he get his living?" is the first question asked when information is sought concerning the habits and character of any one. The question is not asked in the Socialistic societies of the world. The question is asked in the Socialistic societies of the world.

If the reply is that the person is a carpenter, blacksmith, or a laborer engaged in the manufacture of tools, the question is asked in the Socialistic societies of the world.

A fairly close guess can be made as to the kind of a house he lives in, his clothing, the kind of a meal he eats, the kind of a job he has, and his general appearance. The Socialistic societies of the world.

When we apply this same rule to nations and societies, we are using what the Socialists call the "materialistic interpretation of history." If the Socialistic societies of the world.

The Farmer

The Farmer has more in common with the Socialistic societies of the world than we do. The farmer owns his farm, the man plants his own vegetables, the woman spins her own yarn. The farmer owns his farm, the man plants his own vegetables, the woman spins her own yarn.

The Farmer is one of the most important factors in the development of Socialism. He is a large factor in the development of Socialism. He is a large factor in the development of Socialism.

The Farmer lives in the country, works for himself and his family, and has no need for the government. The farmer lives in the country, works for himself and his family, and has no need for the government. The farmer lives in the country, works for himself and his family, and has no need for the government.

When we speak of the farmer's income, we mean the value of the products of his farm. We do not mean his wages or salary.

The Daily Reminder

The Daily Reminder is a newspaper published in Chicago. The Daily Reminder is a newspaper published in Chicago. The Daily Reminder is a newspaper published in Chicago.

The Daily Reminder is a newspaper published in Chicago. The Daily Reminder is a newspaper published in Chicago. The Daily Reminder is a newspaper published in Chicago.